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LOBSTER CD-ROM

£30 plus p&p from Lobster magazine,
214 Westbourne Avenue, Hull, HU5
33B

'In the alternative media, success is
measured by survival.' Robin Ramsay,
the editor of Lobster, writes. And what
a survival! Issues 1 -'40 of Lobster 01 a
CD-Rom. From September 1983, about
the same time as flight KAL 007 was
being blown out of the sky over
Kamchatka, Lobster has consistently
exposed secret state operations,
disinfonnational press campaigns,
smear jobs and dirty tricks. Eighteen
years of survival and thrival in this
highly contentious area is no mean
achievement. From the start we have
historical articles about the JFK
assassination, 1970's Wilsoniana, plots
and rumours about early 1970's private
right wing armies like 'Unison', 'Civil
Assistance', 'GB75' - whether real,
psy-ops or authoritarian old soldiers'
fantasies. Then, through the 1980s,
Lobster engages with current issues;
Northern Ireland, the 1984 Miners'
Strike, CND, GCHQ, Falklands. As the
decade progressed, the scene develops;
Airey Neave and Thatcher, the Hilda
Murrell killing, Stalker, and the field
widens on to hacking and what we
might now call cyber-warfare,
microwave and low frequency sonic
weapons, and later, ECHELON, the
Unification Church, MK-Ultra. By the
1990s other familiar themes hove into
view; the December 1992 'Our
Searchlight problem', and the
breakaway Dorril pseudo-Lobster. 'It's
Raining Lobsters' of June 1993 issue
25. More recent issues have covered
Operation Black Cat' or 'Black Dog', a

possible covert US use of chemical or
biological weapons bombs in the 1991
Gulf War. We find ample more , recent
material on Princess Diana and her
unfortunate encounter with the
thirteenth pillar. Stuff about Shayler.
There are book reviews a' plenty, The
View From The Bridge' editorials, all of
it measured and factual, copiously
referenced and annotated. By issue 39,
Robin Ramsay is questioning the
direction he should now take. At the
start, there were few (if any) magazines
like this, but now the whole area has
mushroomed, and of course, there is the
internet. There is so much information
out there, the shear weight of it
overwhelms. Yet, Lobster's strength, as
I see it, is its level headedness, its
measured judgement. We know that
terrible things are happening, but the
magazine does not descend into
despair, paranoia or whackiness. This
sanity is an important quality, an
anchor in an otherwise constantly
shifting ocean of hysteria,
disinformation and faddish relativistic
postmodern exploitation. There is a
strong underlying empiricism to
Ramsay's philosophy and methodology,
which has served him in good stead
through the years. Judgement, balance,
experience of past cases (eg the Colin
Wallace case) are another aspect of this
strength. So all in all, this CD-Rom is
an invaluable resource, and deserves to
be -widely read and much studied. It is
in user-friendly html format, with no
need to install special software to read
it, and has an excellent search facility.
There is much more to this disc than a
mere review can possibly do justice to.

